TEXWRAP®

CONTRACT PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

CSS-2011 SERIES SIDE SEALERS | BVS-914 SERIES VERTICAL SEALERS | TLS SERIES L-SEALERS
Texwrap recognizes the vital role contract packaging serves in today’s manufacturing.

Whether the requirement is unitization of bulk packaged products, short term promotional products, or new product test runs, Texwrap shrink packaging equipment is uniquely suited to meet those demands.

Tailored for contract packaging requirements, Texwrap shrink wrappers are robust, durable solutions, with a high degree of flexibility and ease of changeover.

Texwrap shrink-wrapping solutions are designed to wrap a wide range of products while minimizing the amount of film and changeover time required. Our robust, durable machines will operate 24/7 for 7 days a week.

**WHY TEXWRAP?**

- Full line of shrink wrapping solutions to meet the application requirements for flexibility and durability.
- Long history of industry experience partnering with customers to provide a complete shrink wrapping solution.
- Texwrap’s unmatched equipment reliability is backed by an industry leading 10-year warranty and represents the lowest Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).
- Texwrap’s full portfolio of quality shrink machines are designed, fabricated, and built in the U.S.A.

**WRAPPING SOLUTIONS**

- **TLS Series L-Sealer**
  - Most economical shrink-wrapping solution
  - Ideal for applications where speeds are slow to moderate
  - Versatile wrappers within a defined range of product sizes

- **CSS-2011 Series Side Sealer**
  - Utilizes Texwrap Versa Seal (TVS) technology to insure consistent, high quality seals across a wide range of film types and gauges
  - Ideal for applications requiring the moderate speed wrapping of packages where a side seal is desired
  - Design handles a wide range of products and can be easily changed over between product runs

- **BVS-914 Series Vertical Sealers**
  - Wraps products in a vertical position eliminating the need to re-orient products horizontally
  - Ideal for applications requiring high speed wrapping of products with bottom or top trim seal
  - Optional print registration
Flexibility, Durability & Ease of Changeover

Texwrap knows that contract packagers need versatile, durable machines that are easy to change over. Our Authorized Channel Partners work with contract packagers to configure tailored systems, accommodating a very broad range of products and pack patterns. Recipe driven end seal and automatic product length detection are standard on CSS and BVS lines. Standard options such as manual or automatic (on the fly) film splicing and automated changeover enable contract packagers to substantially increase efficiency and maximize production.

Our equipment design and construction enables us to offer our industry leading 10-year equipment warranty. (Does not include consumable items.) But we don’t stop there. Texwrap equipment is designed to be among the safest in the shrink packaging industry today.

TURNKEY WRAPPING SOLUTIONS

Vertical & Horizontal Seal Systems
- Configured for each application including automated infeed, shrink wrappers, and shrink tunnels
- Complete automated solution including automated infeed with multipack forming and other product handling
- Factory Acceptance Testing (FAT) includes complete Turnkey Solution

Configurable Infeed, Film Splice and Tunnels
- Broad range of infeed designs available for both hand-load or in-line line automation to improve overall line efficiency and throughput
- Options available to decrease overall line downtime such as changeover assist to ensure consistent, rapid changeover or automated film splicing.
Texwrap provides high-quality stand-alone machinery and systems to produce commercially attractive shrink wrapped and shrink bundled products that are protected for storage and shipping. We provide one of the most comprehensive lines of cost-effective high-speed shrink wrapping and bundling solutions for a variety of applications including L-bar sealers, continuous motion side sealers, intermittent motion side sealers, lap sealers, and vertical wrappers, as well as tunnels, conveyors, and infeeds. We also specialize in designing and building systems for e-commerce packaging, as well as custom systems to fit unique applications for a variety of shaped products.

We have a network of highly-trained packaging distributor partners to better serve our customers. These partnerships ensure the best machinery and application fit, smooth startup, reliable local service, and long-term return on investment.